November 3, 2021

Call for Proposals
Consultancy: Graphic Design Lead for ‘StatelessHUB’ global library and resource
platform on statelessness
The Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung (the “Client”) intends to award the services specified in the enclosed
Service Description in a Call for Proposals.
Please note the following dates:
End of the tender submission period:

11/11/2021 (November 15) 10:00 O’clock CET

End of the award and binding period:

15/11/2021 (November 15 2021)

Contract period:

15/11/2021 (Nov 11, 2021) - 30/06/2022 (June 30)

Terms and conditions:
The contractual conditions of the Client shall apply exclusively. The terms and conditions of the
tenderer are excluded. Side offers are excluded!
The present Call for Proposals shall not be construed as an offer, and the bidder shall not have any
rights arising thereof.
To participate in the Call, please submit your Application digitally before the end of the offer period.
Documents have to be submitted in English.
With kind regards
Eva WUCHOLD, Programme Director Social Rights
Annexes:

1. Terms of reference
2. Conditions of participation
3. Price sheet
4. Standard tender form
5. Self-declaration form
6. Self-declaration on rate loyalty, minimum wage, and social security
contributions
7. Qualified references form
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Annex 1: Terms of reference
Awarding of a service agreement for: Consultancy: Graphic Design Lead for
‘StatelessHUB’ global library and resource platform on statelessness

1.1. About Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung
Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung e.V. (RLS) is one of the six major political foundations in the Federal
Republic of Germany, tasked primarily with conducting political education both at home and abroad.
The Stiftung’s work adheres to the legacy of its namesake, German socialist leader Rosa Luxemburg,
and seeks to represent democratic socialism with an unwavering internationalist focus. The Stiftung
is committed to a radical perspective emphasizing public awareness, enlightenment and social
critique. It stands in the tradition of the workers' and women's movements, as well as anti-fascism
and anti-racism. Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung e.V. is a registered non-profit organization in Germany.
The Stiftung is closely linked to Die Linke, the German Left Party.
The aim of the work of Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung is to promote a critical analysis of society and foster
networks of emancipatory political, social and cultural initiatives around Germany. Internationally, it
will participate in cooperative development projects and advocate for a dialogue between the Global
North and South conducted on equal footing. Like other political foundations, Rosa-LuxemburgStiftung seeks to develop and expand the concept of political education by emphasizing a critical
analysis of society as our central task, further underlined by our namesake.
Based on the firm belief that social change requires a reflective confrontation with today's capitalist
society as a whole, the Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung strives to develop alternative concepts and
approaches for a comprehensive process of social transformation enabling the creation of a more
united and just society. Education and training in democratic socialist politics, analysis, information
and policy advice are therefore the Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung’s basic tasks.
1.2. Background
The Geneva office of Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung (RLS-Geneva) was founded in 2019. It serves as the
liaison office to the UN institutions in Geneva, but as well work thematically towards the issues of
global social rights, socio-ecological transformation and transnational organizing.
This Call for Proposals is for a Service contract for a Graphic Design Lead for ‘StatelessHUB’ global
library and online resource platform on statelessness. It is being published in the context of RLS
Geneva office work with the Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion (ISI) on the StatelessHUB project.
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StatelessHUB aims to strengthen knowledge of and engagement with the information, analysis, tools
and resources that are available on statelessness and the right to a nationality, through the design and
development of an online library and knowledge platform dedicated to these issues. StatelessHUB will
support the wide array of actors now engaging with statelessness as a human rights issue and answer
the new challenges that are emerging in relation to the right to a nationality by not only consolidating
a wealth of information about statelessness, but also incorporating storytelling, learning and actionoriented elements. StatelessHUB will facilitate the analysis and strategic use of information by
allowing the user to explore the information by region, country or topic. It will help to inform and
strengthen the impact of the work of civil society organisations engaged in human rights monitoring,
reporting and/or advocacy on statelessness and nationality rights, legal practitioners engaged in
litigating statelessness cases, researchers, academics, stateless activists and other stakeholders
working on issues of nationality and statelessness. By offering a go-to place for information and
resources, StatelessHUB will contribute to progressing the growing global movement on statelessness
and realising the right to a nationality for all.
More specifically, StatelessHUB will:
 Combine curated content with a comprehensive and fully searchable resource library: In
order to present the information in a clear and useful way to StatelessHUB users, it will employ
a system with two 'layers'. The first layer consists of a curated, carefully put-together and
attractive overview of key information on a certain topic or country, enriched with the quotes,
personal stories and testimonies of stateless persons (narrative component). The second layer
provides a means through which the user can navigate through all other information, tools,
reports, analysis available on a specific topic or country (database component). StatelessHUB
will integrate these two layers in a unique and accessible way, within a single platform.
 Organise information by topic, country and region: StatelessHUB will consolidate and
systematise information, analysis, tools and resources to improve accessibility by organising
it into sections on specific topics that each combine curated content and ready-access to the
larger catalogue of related resources in the library. Such topic-based sections will include issue
areas such as childhood statelessness, women’s nationality rights and statelessness statistics;
stateless populations, such as Rohingya, Palestinians and Roma; and frameworks that can
support change, such as human rights, regional standards and jurisprudence, and the
Sustainable Development Agenda. Geographic overviews of nationality and statelessness
issues, resources and initiatives will also be developed, with sections by world region as well
as country-specific pages.
 Integrate storytelling, learning and action components: StatelessHUB will not only be a goto place for information about statelessness and the right to a nationality, it will also inspire
users to deepen their understanding, commitment and engagement. It will integrate personal
testimonies of stateless persons and the work of activists; offer access to learning resources;
and provide inspiration for and signposting in relation to taking action on the issue. For
example, StatelessHUB will provide information on relevant cases, movements and
organisations working on statelessness and the right to a nationality.
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1.3. Aim of the service
To help deliver this project RLS-Geneva is seeking a consultant. StatelessHUB is an ambitious project
in which statelessness expertise is brought together with external partners specialized in information
infrastructure, user-experience, website development and graphic design. With pro bono support
from user-design and website development specialists for the project ideation and exploration of
the information architecture of StatelessHUB, we have already workshopped the project goals and
principal target audiences. An initial set of wireframes has also been developed, offering an
impression of how curated content, which includes story-telling elements and personal testimonies,
can be integrated alongside access to the full array of relevant resources collated in the library. The
Graphic Design Lead will work with this material to develop and deliver the final branding and design
of the working prototype of StatelessHUB, that is expected to be completed by September 2022. The
consultant will work closely with ISI to develop and deliver:
a) The visual identity and all graphic design elements for the StatelessHUB;
b) The design for the StatelessHUB website in line with the visual identity and the branding;
c) Provide design input for the development of the prototype StatelessHUB website.
Services will be contracted by the Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung Geneva (RLS), with the consultant
expected to report to RLS-Geneva and the Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion (ISI) respectively
on project progress.
1.4. Tasks, contract duration and scope
The contract period for the StatelessHUB Graphic Design Lead is from 15 November 2021 to 30 June
2022. Working closely with RLS-Geneva Project Manager and the ISI Co-Directors, Communications
and Policy Officer, Research and Education Officer and other members of the StatelessHUB project
team, the Graphic Design lead will:
1) Develop visual identity and all graphic design elements for the StatelessHUB (and the
StatelessHUB website):
o Develop visual identity and branding for the StatelessHUB, including branding
elements such as logos, banners, posters and other barnding materials
according to the project needs.
o Develop, create or source all visual materials, such as illustrations, photographs
etc. to support the visual identity and graphic design of the StatelessHUB.
o Assist the team in creating visual narratives around personal testimonies of
stateless persons and the work of activists. In particular, be responsible for
creating a visual tone that inspires and best conveys the narratives to different
target audiences of the StatelessHUB.
2) Design the StatelessHUB website in line with the visual identity and the branding:
o Work together with the team to build the architecture of the website, including
page transitions, page types, website sections etc.
o Work together with the team to find creative solutions to incorporate stateless
stories and narratives throughout the website.
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Assist the team in converting text materials and information into structured,
visually coherent and user friendly website design in line with the branding.
o Create design mock ups of different website pages, including the home page,
the country/region page etc.
o Develop and write up a branding guide to inform further development of
StatelessHUB
3) Participate in feedback sessions and adjust the designs according to the projects
needs.
4) Work together with the team to align graphic design deliverables with the overall
timeline of the project.
o

Suggested timescale
By 31 December 2021
• StatelessHUB branding options
• Homepage design prototype options
• Proposal for visual tone of the stateless narratives
By 31 March 2022
•
•
•
•
•

Further develop and finalise branding for StatelessHUB, based on feedback received
Further develop and finalise homepage design
Design prototypes for other content pages
Design inputs for website architecture and navigation
Proposal for how to incorporate stateless narratives organically into the flow of the website

By 30 June 2022
•
•
•
•

Further develop and finalise design for other content pages, based on feedback received
Further develop and finalise design aspects of website architecture and navigation, based on
feedback received
Develop and deliver design prototype of StatelessHUB
Branding guide to inform further development of StatelessHUB

1.5. Expected qualifications
Professional:
•
•
•
•

Proven 5 years graphic design studio and/ or freelance experience.
Proven experience designing for print (magazine layouts, books, posters, etc.) and/or
designing websites.
Experience leading on design projects.
Expert knowledge of Adobe Creative Suite, in particular Adobe XD, Illustrator, Photoshop &
InDesign.
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•
•

Experience in visual story telling.
Knowledge of and interest in typography.

Personal qualities:
•
•
•
•
•

Well-organised and able to work well with minimal supervision.
Flexible, able to prioritise and compromise, taking into account multiple dimensions of the
project.
Creative, striving to produce work of the highest possible quality.
A great eye for detail including type setting and spell checking.
Excellent interpersonal skills and demonstrated commitment and ability to work in a
participatory and collaborative manner.

Additional:
•
•
•

Native-level English (both written and spoken). Other languages, especially Arabic, French or
Russian are an advantage.
Demonstrable interest and motivation to work in public /non for profit sector is an
advantage.
People with lived experience of statelessness or from communities disproportionately
impacted by statelessness are encouraged to apply.

Full details of your skills, knowledge, and experience of relevant work must be included in your
application. The time availability during the contract period must be guaranteed.
The consultant will be contracted on a self-employed basis and is solely responsible for payment of all
taxes and social security obligations to which they may be subject in connection with the provision of
services. If the applicants are subject to VAT, this must be communicated with the application together
with the amount of the applicable VAT. The VAT is then paid in addition. If no communication is made,
the price is the gross amount.
1.6. Travel expenses of the contractor
The travel expenses are covered according to the internal guidelines of the client. This means that
the client bears the travel and accommodation costs, regardless of the fee rate. Other costs such as
expenses for telephone charges, use of public transport, etc. incurred in connection with the
performance of the task will be reimbursed on presentation of appropriate receipts insofar as they
are unavoidable and appropriate in the circumstances. All such costs are to be agreed beforehand.
1.7. Applications
To apply, please send an expression of interest including (not exceeding four A4 pages) :
• CV, cover letter / outline of your skills, knowledge, suitability, and relevant experience to
deliver the project, including a brief 200-300 word example of how you have undertaken a
comparable piece of work
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•

Details of your proposal for how you would approach the consultancy (including number of
days allocated to different deliverables and breakdown of your proposed costs)

And the 5 following annexes signed :
- Price Sheet (Annex 3),
- Standard Tender Form (Annex 4),
- Self-declaration Form (Annex 5),
- Self-declaration on rate loyalty, minimum wage, and social security contributions (Annex 6),
- Qualified References Form (Annex 7).
The following points are defined as evaluation criteria for the selection of the offer:
Review criteria :
1 Price
2 Performance (experience with regard to the proposed assignment,
expertise& knowledge of the subject area, appropriateness and quality of the
proposal to address the aim and research objectives)

Weighting
50%
50%

If you have any questions regarding the call for applications, please send an e-mail to
Jeanne Planche, Project Manager Social Rights : jeanne.planche@rosalux.org
Please always use the subject line: StatelessHUB Graphic Designer
For reasons of transparency and equal treatment, all possible tenderers will be provided with the
answers to questions.
1.8. Award and contract process / time frame
Negotiations are not allowed in this procurement procedure.
• Publication:
03/11/2021
• End of the offer period:
11/11/2021, 10:00 o’clock CET
• End of the award and binding period: 15/11/2021
• Contract period:
15/11/2021 - 30/06/2022

Submission (digital) to:
Please send your submission by email to
Jeanne Planche, Project Manager Social Rights : jeanne.planche@rosalux.org
by 11/11/2021, 10:00 O’clock Central European Time.
Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung - Chemin de Balexert 7-9 - 1219 Châtelaine - Switzerland
The receipt of applications will not be confirmed. A shortlist of potential candidates will be
contacted, and online meetings arranged to select a preferred candidate to be confirmed following
discussion and agreement of a workplan and timetable.
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Annex 2: Conditions of Participation
1.

General
1.1. No costs will be reimbursed for processing the tender.
1.2. Terms and conditions of the tenderer are excluded. In case the tenderer declares his own terms and
conditions as part of the contract, this constitutes an inadmissible amendment or addition to the
contract and leads to the exclusion of the tender.
1.3. The information distributed in connection with this Call for Proposals may only be used for the
preparation of the tender. Any use for other purposes is prohibited.

2.

Content of the tender
The following evidence/documents must be submitted with the tender: Completed and signed Price Sheet
(Annex 3) ; Completed and signed Standard Tender Form (Annex 4) ; Signed Self-declaration Form (Annex
5) ; Signed Self-declaration on rate loyalty, minimum wage, and social security contributions (Annex 6) ;
Completed and signed Qualified References Form (Annex 7) ; CV and/or Work samples.

3.

Exclusion of tenderers
3.1. The Service Agreement will be concluded with knowledgeable, efficient and reliable tenderers only
who are professionally carrying out the tendered services.

4.

Conditions for submitting a tender
4.1. The signed tender documents must be in English or German language. All required additional
documents, statements, and samples must be submitted within the tender submission period.
Correspondence with the tendering authority must also be conducted in English or German
language.
4.2. The Standard Tender Form attached to the tender documents is to be used exclusively for the
preparation of the tender. The tender has to be submitted document proof, legible, and unequivocal.
4.3. The tenderer is obliged to provide all explanations required in the tender documents and to provide
all other required information. Incomplete or incorrect tenders are excluded from the evaluation.
4.4. Changes to the tenderer’s entries must be unequivocal; otherwise, the tender is excluded. An
incorrect entry should be crossed out and the correct entry should be added above or beside it. The
tenderer’s signature or initials should mark changes.
4.5. The tender and any other required documents and explanations should be signed by stating the date
of conclusion at the given place. The name of the signatory must be recognizable, e.g. full name in
block capitals below the signature. Tenders that are not properly signed at the specified place are
excluded from the evaluation.
4.6. The signed tender form must be submitted with the tender as the included contract conditions are
legally binding.

5.

Corrections, changes, or withdrawal of the tender
5.1. The tender may be amended, corrected, or withdrawn in writing until the expiry of the tender
submission period.
5.2. Corrections, or changes, or the withdrawal of tenders is to be made in writing.
5.3. The award period begins with the expiry of the tender submission period. Until the end of the award
period, the tenderer is bound to her / his tender. During this period, the tender can no longer be
changed, or withdrawn.

6.

Prices
6.1. The prices valid for the tender are indicated in the Price Sheet (Annex 4).
6.2. Prices are to be offered in EUR and stated without VAT (net).

7.

Award criteria
The award criteria are set out in the Terms of Reference (Annex 1).
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Annex 3: Price sheet
Awarding of a Service Contract: Graphic Design Lead for ‘StatelessHUB’
Dear Madam or Sir,
We offer you the execution of the services described in the call for application documents at the
prices listed below. The application conditions and instructions in the invitation to submit the
application (cover letter) are taken into account. We understand that the terms of reference will be
part of the contract to be concluded. In such event, the offer encompasses these terms without
restriction. In the case of incompleteness, the Client categorically excludes the offer from the
evaluation.
Subproject.

Offer in accordance with the above mentioned terms of reference

I
II
III

Develop visual identity and all graphic design elements
Design the StatelessHUB website
Develop and finalise design of the StatelessHUB website

Approx.
Amount in
number of
EUR (net
days expected amount)
to deliver
objective

TOTAL

If the applicants are subject to VAT, this must be communicated with the application together with
the amount of the applicable VAT. The VAT is then paid in addition. If no communication is made,
the price is the gross amount. The prices are fixed prices. The inclusive price contains all expenses of
the contractor excluding travel expenses. Until the expiration of the award and binding period on
15/11/2021, I am/we are bound by this offer.
Company name /-address (company stamp if available)

The incorrectness of the above information leads to the
exclusion of the award procedure. The Client in the event of
incorrectness without notice can terminate an awarded
contract.

________________________________
Date

________________________________
Signatures (possibly. digital)

If the signature is missing, the tender is considered not
submitted and will not be taken into account in the
evaluation!
Incomplete offers will be automatically excluded from the
award procedure!

________________________________
(Name of the signatory in block capitals)
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Annex 4: Standard Tender Form
Name of the tenderer (company name / consultant name):
Postal address of the tenderer:
represented by:

To
Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung
Chemin de Balexert 7-9
1219 Châteleine
Switzerland

Email:
Phone No.:
Contact person:
Place and date of issue:

Dear Madam or Sir,
We offer you the execution of the services described in the tender documents at the prices indicated
in the Price Sheet (Annex 3). The application conditions and instructions are taken into account. The
tender contains all required information, explanations, and proofs. We accept the terms and
conditions according to the tender documents without restriction.
The price information in the Price Sheet (Annex 3) are fixed prices for the period mentioned in the
Terms of reference. Price changes are only possible based on legal requirements.
Until the expiration of the award period on 15/11/2021, this tender binds us.
In addition, we confirm the following components of the tender documents, which become part of
the contract in the case of the award :
- Terms of reference (Annex 1),
- Conditions of Participation (Annex 2),
- Price Sheet (Annex 3),
- Standard Tender Form (Annex 4),
- Self-declaration Form (Annex 5),
- Self-declaration on rate loyalty, minimum wage, and social security contributions (Annex 6),
- Qualified References Form (Annex 7).
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We are aware that proofs of self-declaration that (on special request of the awarding authority) are
not considered as provided even if they are mentioned in the tender or in accompanying statements.
By signing the tender, we confirm the content of all explanations and evidence, even if submitted in
separate attachments.
Further requests by the tenderer:
• In case of non-consideration of the tender, please inform us about the rejection of the
tender.
• With the additionally requested tenderer declaration (see explanation in box below) signed
by all tenderers it is confirmed that the lead company is authorized to represent all tenderers
before the awarding authority. All tenderers are jointly and severally liable for the
contractual execution of the services by their signature.

Company name / address

________________________________
Date
Signature(s)
________________________________

________________________________
Name of the signatory in block capitals

The incorrectness of forgoing or attached
explanations, information, or documents
leads to the exclusion from the award
procedure. An already awarded contract may
be terminated without notice for important
cause in cases of violation of contractual
secondary obligations.
The adjacent signature covers all
explanations, information, and evidence of
this tender, even if attached in a separate
Annex.
An additional separate signature is required in
the tenderer declaration only for joint
tenderers!
If the signature is missing, the offer is deemed
not to have been submitted, and is not
considered in the evaluation.
Incomplete offers can be excluded from the
award procedures!
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Annex 5: Self-declaration Form
1. The tenderer declares that
- no person who’s behaviour is attributable to her or his company has been issued with a
final sentence for or that his company has been fined with financial penalties according
to administrative offence acts;
- her or his company's obligations to pay taxes, duties, or contributions to the social
security have been met, and that in this regard no judicial or administrative decision
exists, or that her or his company has fulfilled its commitments by paying taxes, fees and
social security contributions including interest or penalties.
2. The tenderer declares that her or his company
- did not violate environmental, social, or employment obligations in the execution of
public contracts;
- is not insolvent, and that no insolvency proceedings or comparable proceedings have
been initiated against her or his company and its assets, that the opening of such
proceedings has not been rejected due to a lack of assets, and that the company did not
enter into liquidation nor has it ceased its activity;
- has not been guilty of serious misconduct in professional matters which question the
integrity of the company.
3. The tenderer declares that there are no reasons for her or his company to be excluded due to
undeclared work and illegal employment.
The tenderer undertakes to ask subcontractors to comply with the above statements 1 to 3.

_________________________________________________________
Date, stamp (if available) and legally binding signature
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Annex 6: Self-declaration on rate loyalty, minimum wage, and
social security contributions
The tenderer agrees
- to comply with the respective statutory minimum wage.
- to commit her or his subcontractors or distributors commissioned by him to comply with
the respective statutory minimum wages.
If the tenderer or one of his subcontractors violate the above-mentioned obligations culpably, the
awarding authority and the tenderer agree on a contractual penalty of 1 per cent of the contract
amount for every culpable violation, in several cases of up to 5 per cent of the contract amount. The
tenderer is also liable for the payment of a contractual penalty in case the obligations were violated
by a subcontractor appointed by her or him or a subcontractor employed by the subcontractor.
The culpable non-fulfilment of the above mentioned obligations by the tenderer or its subcontractors
entitle the awarding authority to a termination without notice.
I declare / we declare
-

with my / our signature(s) to comply with the specific rate loyalty, minimum wage, social
security contributions as listed above;
to pay my / our employees the same remuneration for the same or equivalent work in
the execution of the services.

I am / We are aware that a violation of this statement may result in my / our exclusion from further
contract awards.

_____________________________________
Place, date

____________________________________
Signature, company stamp (if available)
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Annex 7: Qualified References Form
Reference 1
Contracting authority with address
Contractual object
Contact person
Phone number
Contract period
Reference 2
Contracting authority with address
Contractual object
Contact person
Phone number
Contract period
Reference 3
Contracting authority with address
Contractual object
Contact person
Phone number
Contract period

______________________________________________________
Date, stamp (if available) and legally binding signature
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